Abstract. Time resolved shadowgraph images were recorded of shockwaves and particle ejection from silicon during laser ablation. Particle ejection and expansion were correlated to an internal shockwave resonating between the shockwave front and the target surface. The number of particles ablated increased with laser energy and was related to the crater volume.
Introduction
The growing interest of laser ablation is seen in various applications including chemical analysis 1 , nano-material generation 2 and micromachining 3 . Aerosol particles generated from laser ablation vary from several nanometers to several tens of micrometers in diameter depending on the incident laser energy 4 , ambient pressure 5 , and sample material 6 . Mechanisms of particle generation as well as their relation to operating parameters need to be understood for optimizing various applications. The dynamics of vapor plume propagation and the shockwave are critical in determining the temperature and pressure that facilitate aerosol formation. Nanometer diameter particles most likely form from condensation when the high temperature vapor plume cools during its expansion into an ambient gas. Other particle generation mechanisms can occur including exfoliation (thermal induced stress fracture), which involves solid fragments that are ejected from the sample, and spallation, which involves particles that are ejected from the molten pool 7 . These particles are larger in size (hundreds of nanometers to several microns) and can be discerned by their shape. Particles ejected from the solid state have irregular shapes whereas particles ejected from the molten pool establish a spherical shape due to surface tension.
Significant changes in the quantity of mass ablated are observed as the laser irradiance crosses various threshold values; the ablation rate is usually a nonlinear function of laser irradiance 9 . Large particle ejection normally accompanies the increased ablated mass. Several mechanisms have been reported to describe this particle ejection process. As the vapor plume and shockwave expand, recoil pressure interacts with the molten surface causing a raised rim around the crater and ejection of liquid droplets. At very high laser irradiances, explosive boiling, or phase explosion 8 also is responsible for generating large craters and large solid particles. In this paper, these two mechanisms (recoil pressure and explosive boiling) were studied by measuring time resolved shadowgraph images during ablation of silicon samples. A resonating internal shockwave is proposed as the driving force that causes molten particles to eject from the sample surface.
Experimental system and method
The experimental system included two lasers: a Nd:YAG (266 nm wavelength with 4 ns pulse duration, New Wave Research, Tempest 10) for ablation and a Ti: sapphire (800 nm wavelength with 150 fs pulse duration, Spectral-Physics) for imaging. The pulse timing between the two lasers was controlled via a delay generator (Stanford DSG 535). Laser fluence was varied by controlling the laser beam energy and ensuring a constant focal spot diameter (~ 70-micron spot diameter on the sample surface using a single lens). Silicon was used as the sample and placed in atmospheric pressure air. Each shadowgraph image was measured for ablation with a single laser shot on a fresh Si sample surface. The image size is approximately 500 microns in the distance from the target surface. After ablation, the depths of the laser-ablated craters were measured using a white-light interferometric microscope (New View 200, Zygo).
Results

Shadowgraph images of silicon ablation
Time-resolved shadowgraph images measured during ablation of silicon with different laser energies are shown in Figure 1 . Using a laser energy of 0.4 mJ, plume expansion and shockwave propagation were observed, but particles were not ejected from the surface (Figure 1 a) . For 6mJ of laser energy, particle ejection from the surface was observed after the vapor plume and shockwave expansion (Figure 1 b) . Unlike most materials [9] [10] [11] [12] in which particles were ejected at an angle to the surface normal, particles ejected from silicon were perpendicular to the surface. The stream of ejected Si particles resembled that of a liquid jet and lasted for ~2 microseconds after the laser pulse. At ~2 microseconds after the laser pulse, larger irregular shaped particles were observed. These particles are believed to originate from the solid phase as evidenced by their irregular shape. The ejection of these particles lasts for 50 microseconds after the laser pulse. 
Effects of Internal Shockwaves
From a copper surface at a laser energy of 12mJ, our measured time resolved images show that an internal shockwave exists and that it clearly changed shape with time as it traveled toward and then reflected from the surface (Figure 2a) . The existence of internal shockwaves and their effects on the ablation processes have been discussed in the literature 13, 14 . Particle ejection occurred after the secondary shockwave reflected from the surface. Although the profile of particle ejection of copper and silicon is different, the mechanism of the internal shockwave should be similar. Figure 2b shows time resolved images during ablation of silicon at the same laser energy. The internal shockwave was observed first at 7ns after the laser pulse. At this time the front of the internal shockwave was still in contact with the vapor plume. The center of the internal shockwave then moved inward (10 ns) and eventually exhibited a U-shape (44ns) as it separated from the vapor-plume front. The particle plume was observed as early as 20ns and could be caused by the internal shockwave acting on the molten surface. The ejection speed of these particles was obtained from the images and is shown in Figure 3 . The internal shockwave again was observed at 44ns and reached the surface at 52ns. The jet stream of particles appeared at 52ns and had a speed of ~900 m/sec ( Figure 3) ; the shockwave speed was much faster than the particle speed. The speed of the external shockwave was obtained from the first two images in Figure 2b to be about 4000 m/sec. The liquid jet initially moved as a narrow stream into the air ambient. The image at 94 ns shows branching of the jet stream, which could be due to its interaction with the internal shockwave. The internal shockwave can resonate within the vapor plume being reflected from the target surface and shockwave front, influencing the ejection and expansion of particles. Unlike copper, secondary shockwaves (at later times) could not be observed due to ejection of the liquid silicon jet perpendicular to the surface. The difference in the angular direction of particles from Cu and Si could be caused by the effective instability on the surface produced by the resonating internal shockwave 15 . Figure 4 shows the measured crater depth in silicon versus laser fluence. Shadowgraph images were recorded at four laser energies (and corresponding fluences). The crater depth data and the shadowgraph images were consistent in showing different processes. The crater depth was less than 1 micron for when the energy was below 0.4mJ, then increased sharply starting at ~0.5mJ and plateaued at roughly 8mJ. The increased crater depth coincided with changes in particle ejection as observed in the shadowgraph images. At low laser energy, vaporization is likely a dominant mechanism for mass removal; the vapor plume and shockwave were observed but not particles. The jet stream of silicon particles as well as the internal shockwaves was observed when the laser energy was greater than 1mJ (not shown). A theoretical simulation 16 demonstrated that the maximum melted region (~3 microns at a 6 mJ laser energy) occurred at ~50 ns after the laser pulse, which was approximately the time it took the internal shockwave to hit the surface. The melt thickness remains larger than 1 micron until 1.5 microseconds after the laser pulse, the duration of the melt supports liquid jet formation until ~1 microsecond after the laser pulse.
Change in ablation mechanism with laser energy
Melt-flushing due to the internal shockwave can be a mechanism to describe the jet stream of particles but not the larger craters and particles produced at higher laser fluences. Yoo 9 reported that the bottom of the crater was smooth at low laser irradiance and became rough at higher irradiance. The change in crater roughness combined with the abrupt change in crater volume when the laser irradiance was higher than a "threshold" value was attributed to phase explosion. From the shadowgraph images at high laser energies (>6 mJ), large solid particles were ejected after ~2 microsecond (particles were irregular shape and deviated from the jet stream particles). These large solid particles, though small in number, make up a significant portion of the ablated mass. A rough crater bottom supports the hypothesis that mass removed was in the solid phase; otherwise surface tension would result in a curved smooth profile if the surface was in the molten state. At high laser fluence, thermal induced stress surpasses the mechanical strength and cause exfoliation.
Summary
During ablation with high laser irradiance, particle ejection can occur from numerous mechanisms. For silicon, particle ejection resembled a liquid jet with a narrow divergence whereas copper particles were broadly dispersed. The ejection and divergence was related to the interaction of an internal shockwave applying pressure on a molten surface. At ~1.5 microsecond after the laser pulse, and for greater fluences, large particles were ejected in solid form and composed a significant portion of the mass removed. These larger particles were ejected by exfoliation and phase explosion processes. The quantity of the mass ablated increased non-linearly with the laser energy and was correlated to the measured crater volume.
